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Abstract

Agency problems in firms are prevalent because effective corporate monitors are scarce. This paper pres-
ents a model that formalizes the scarcity of effective monitors and explores its implications for corporate
monitoring mechanisms and ownership structures. We call the most effective monitors - wealthy investors
with corporate governance ability – “restructuring specialists”. Their special monitoring ability is a scarce
resource in the economy. These restructuring specialists are more effective monitors than coalitions of
many small investors run by managers, which face their own agency problems that make them less effec-
tive at monitoring. The restructuring specialists have an incentive to acquire blocks for restructuring pur-
poses only in those states of the world in which a restructuring increases firm value the most. This corre-
sponds to a takeover. The restructuring specialists’ investment strategy is an important determinant of
corporate ownership structures. Initially dispersed ownership can be optimal only if sufficient liquidity
trading allows these special monitors to benefit from state-contingent block acquisitions. The extent of
dispersed ownership also depends on the degree of monitoring superiority of the restructuring specialists
and the capital available to them, as well as the likelihood that a restructuring may be needed. Firms with
initially dispersed ownership and with a financial intermediary as a blockholder can coexist although they
are otherwise identical.  The model can explain several observations concerning ownership structures and
monitoring mechanisms in different developed economies.

                                                          
* This is a substantially revised version of a paper previously circulated with the title “The Allocation of Scarce Cor-
porate Governance Ability.”  We are grateful to Mark Garmaise, Bruce Greenwald, Lutz Hendricks, Cliff Holder-
ness, George Mailath, Stephen Morris, Peter Norman, Walter Novaes, Sam Orez, John Persons, Masako Ueda,
S.Viswanathan, Andrew Winton, participants in seminars at Arizona State, Boston College, Columbia, McGill, the
New York Federal Reserve Bank, Northwestern, and Utah, and participants at the 1999 NBER Summer Institute, the
1999 WFA meetings, and the 2000 AFA meetings for helpful discussions and comments.  All remaining errors and
shortcomings are solely our responsibility.
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I.  Introduction

The dominant paradigm in corporate finance is that firms suffer from agency problems, because

managers often behave in their own interests instead of maximizing firm value. These agency problems

can be important only if there is a scarcity of effective monitors of management, which is assumed (at

least implicitly) in most of the literature. One reason for this scarcity of effective monitors is that only

very few large investors do not face agency problems themselves, which make them less effective at

monitoring. Put differently, block positions constituting the concentrated wealth of principals, acting on

their own, are rare and hence “agency-cost free capital” is scarce.   In this paper we take this idea of the

scarcity of effective monitors seriously and provide the first formal model exploring its implications. We

show that the idea of scarce effective monitors by itself generates a rich set of implications for corporate

ownership structures, disciplinary takeovers, and the role of financial intermediaries in monitoring.

Explaining equity ownership structures and monitoring mechanisms, such as whether there is an ac-

tive takeover market or not, has proven difficult.  The literature on corporate governance emphasizes the

role of large blockholders in constraining inefficient decisions by managers. In contrast to dispersed

small investors, large blockholders have sufficient incentives and power to monitor management and

force a change in managerial strategy (a restructuring) that increases firm value (e.g., Shleifer and Vishny

(1986)).  There is indeed substantial empirical evidence documenting a positive role of large sharehold-

ers in corporate governance (see, for example, Kaplan and Minton (1994), Kang and Shivdasani (1995),

Yafeh and Yosha (1995), and Gorton and Schmid (2001)). But, if large investors are effective corporate

overseers, then such large investors should always be present.   And if large investors are scarce, then

such blockholders should be created by coalitions of small investors, as suggested, for example, by Dia-

mond (1984). Our analysis begins by relaxing the assumption that large blockholders are homogenous; in

particular, we assume that the most effective monitors, whom we call “restructuring specialists”, are bet-

ter monitors than other blockholders but have only limited capital or wealth available to them.  One

might think of “restructuring specialists” as including certain rich individuals who have come to be

known as “raiders” (Holderness and Sheehan (1985)) and “activist investors”  (Bethel, Liebeskind, and

Opler (1998)) such as the Bass brothers, the Belzberg family, Leon Black, the late Charles Bluhdorn,

Carl Icahn, Irwin Jacobs, Kirk Kerkorian, Carl Lindner, David Murdock, and Victor Posner. With their

own money at stake, these investors have the greatest incentive to monitor managers effectively. Perhaps,

this category of investors might also include some managers of funds with high-powered incentives and a

limited number of investors (so that their incentives are not too diluted), such as some vulture funds in

the market for financially distressed firms. While many small investors can try to band together to create

a large investor and hold blocks in firms by pooling their resources, the resulting funds, which we call

financial intermediaries (and alternatively could be called institutional investors), cannot perfectly repli-
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cate the restructuring specialists. They have agency problems that are similar to those in the firms they

invest in. This makes them less effective monitors.1 Analysis of how scarce restructuring specialist capi-

tal is allocated can explain many of the stylized facts about corporate ownership structures and monitor-

ing mechanisms in different developed economies.

 Our setting is as follows. We assume a simple agency problem. Firms are run by managers who

never want to change their strategy, although this may increase firm value. Hence, there may be a need

for a restructuring imposed on management by outside investors in some states of the world. Because of

free-rider problems among small shareholders, only an investor with a sufficiently large block can im-

plement this restructuring. There are two types of potential blockholders. First, there are the restructuring

specialists, who have a superior ability in restructuring firms. However, their wealth or the capital avail-

able to them is limited and hence is a scarce resource in the economy. Second, many small investors can

pool their funds in financial intermediaries, who are large enough to be blockholders and restructure

firms.

There are two ways to address the corporate control problem in our setting. First, a firm can have a

permanent, or non-state contingent, blockholder who forces a restructuring in states in which this in-

creases firm value, but is also a blockholder in states of the world in which a restructuring is not needed.

Secondly, block holding can be state-contingent.  In this second case, a firm can initially have a dispersed

ownership structure. Then, in states of the world where monitoring is needed, it relies on the chance that

a restructuring specialist will acquire a block and force a restructuring. Hence, there is a state-contingent

allocation of the most effective principals. Firms’ initial ownership structures are chosen to maximize the

effectiveness of their restructuring policies. For an initially dispersed ownership to be optimal, the re-

structuring specialists must choose to allocate their capital to disciplinary block acquisitions in firms with

dispersed ownership in those situations in which a restructuring may increase firm value. Otherwise, such

firms would never be restructured, and hence firm value would be lower than if the firm had a permanent

blockholder who implemented some restructuring even if his restructuring ability were limited.

For the takeover market to be active, the restructuring specialists must prefer state-contingent block

acquisitions to being permanent blockholders (in which case they would be buying blocks in firms before

it became clear whether a restructuring was needed).2 While there are some costs to takeovers, we argue

that there is one important advantage to such a state-contingent strategy: it allows investors to avoid in-

vesting in firms that turn out not to need a restructuring and where, as a consequence, their special

                                                          
1 Woidtke (2002) indicates that institutional investors of different types have different valuation effects.
2 We often refer to a state-contingent block acquisition through trade with many small investors as a takeover (al-
though it may not, and often does not, involve the purchase of a majority position, see Bethel, Liebeskind, and Opler
(1998)).
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monitoring ability would be wasted. Hence, if the ex ante likelihood that the firm will benefit from a re-

structuring is low enough, the restructuring specialists will invest their wealth in a state-contingent way.

There are two ways in which restructuring specialists can engage in state-contingent block acquisi-

tions. They can assemble a block by trading with many small investors. Or, it may be more profitable for

the restructuring specialists to acquire blocks from existing blockholders (i.e., from coalitions of small

investors). If the restructuring specialists prefer block trades, firms with initially dispersed ownership

may have no hope of being acquired and restructured by them. Then, dispersed ownership cannot be op-

timal. We show that only if there is sufficient liquidity trading in the secondary stock market the restruc-

turing specialists will prefer to assemble blocks by trading with many small investors to engaging in

block trades.

Even if the restructuring specialists buy blocks in firms with initially dispersed ownership, there are

several disadvantages to having an initially dispersed ownership. Because the wealth of the restructuring

specialists is scarce, they cannot take over all firms that may need a restructuring, and hence there is a

chance that a firm with initially dispersed ownership is not restructured even if it is in a state in which it

would benefit from a restructuring. Moreover, the restructuring specialists may only be able to acquire a

limited stake in the firm, which may make them less effective at restructuring. Finally, the restructuring

specialists will capture some of the surplus from trading with the liquidity traders, and investors need to

be compensated for these transfers to the restructuring specialists when the entrepreneurs sell the initial

equity.  But there is one offsetting advantage of initially dispersed ownership: if such a firm is taken over

by the restructuring specialists, it will benefit from the highest value restructuring policy possible, be-

cause the best monitors are only active in the takeover market. This is the only reason why dispersed

ownership can be optimal in our setting. Put differently, if all blockholders were equally good at restruc-

turing, no firm would have an initially dispersed ownership.

We determine the fraction of firms with initially dispersed ownership and with concentrated owner-

ship.  We show that dispersed and concentrated ownership can coexist for otherwise identical firms as long

as the restructuring specialists are active in the takeover market. In this case, the more firms there are with

an initially dispersed ownership, which rely on the takeover market for monitoring, the worse off each of

them is.  This is because they have to share the scarce monitoring resources of the restructuring specialists.

They are taken over by the restructuring specialist only with a certain probability (determined endoge-

nously in the model) below one.  The fraction of firms relying on the takeover market adjusts so that all

firms are indifferent between both monitoring mechanisms. Coexistence of dispersed and concentrated

ownership is also generated by other papers in the literature. For instance, Chemmanur and Fulghieri

(1994) develop a model for the debt market in which firms that are more likely to become distressed obtain

loans from financial intermediaries while the other firms issue bonds to many small investors.  In contrast
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to that literature, we obtain coexistence of financial intermediaries and securities markets although all

firms are identical. However, there are also parameter regions in which there are only firms with concen-

trated ownership or only firms with dispersed ownership.

To summarize, the contribution of this paper is to formalize the idea of the scarcity of effective

monitors and explore its implications. The scarcity of effective monitors generates a monitoring role for

financial intermediaries despite their inability to perfectly replicate the most effective monitors as well as a

role for disciplinary takeovers. To address this issue, we construct (to our knowledge the first) model that

allows for principals with differing monitoring ability and for both institutional monitoring as well as

monitoring through the takeover market. The allocation of scarce effective monitors can account for a

number of stylized facts, including the cross-country dispersion in corporate ownership structures and the

coexistence of dispersed and concentrated ownership within a country.

Our analysis gives a new explanation for the existence of dispersed ownership and reliance on the

takeover market for restructuring. Existing theories explain the optimality of dispersed ownership typically

by appealing to the associated risk diversification (Demsetz and Lehn (1985)) or liquidity benefits. In this

literature dispersed ownership is seen as dominated by concentrated ownership from a corporate control

perspective.3 Bolton and von Thadden (1998) argue that there is a trade-off between monitoring quality

(which is better when the firm has a permanent blockholder) and investors’ liquidity demand (having a

permanent blockholder reduces liquidity). Dispersed ownership can be optimal only because there is an

offsetting advantage not related to corporate control: more dispersed ownership increases liquidity, which

investors value.4 Bolton and von Thadden (1998), like all other theoretical papers we are aware of, do not

distinguish between different types of blockholders, the focus of our paper.  While the diversification and

liquidity arguments are plausible, they do not seem to provide the whole explanation for observed differ-

ences in corporate ownership structures. Given the size of the portfolios of many institutional investors,

they should be able to hold large stakes in firms without substantially depriving their investors of the risk

diversification and liquidity advantages associated with dispersed ownership.5 Moreover, these explana-

tions cannot account for the observation that the most value-enhancing and severe restructuring activities

are typically implemented after state-contingent block acquisitions, which is consistent with our model.

This includes the dramatic and value-increasing restructurings after the hostile takeovers of the 1980s

                                                          
3 An exception is Burkart, Gromb, and Panunzi (1997), which is discussed below.
4 Black (1992, p. 875) argues that it may be difficult to explain the lack of blockholding by financial intermediaries
with a liquidity preference argument. He points out that one major reason for the existence of financial intermediar-
ies is liquidity transformation.
5 Burkart, Gromb, and Panunzi (1997, p.695, fn.3) go further and argue that institutional investors could merge their
funds and hence increase their ownership positions in a firm up to 100% ownership without increasing their risk ex-
posure. Moreover, they suggest that the high ownership concentration observed in many countries suggest that a lack
of diversification is not a dominant concern for many large investors.
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(Bhagat, Shleifer, and Vishny (1990)), after disciplinary minority block acquisitions (Bethel, Liebeskind,

and Opler (1998)), after block acquisitions by vulture investors in the market for financially distressed

firms (Hotchkiss and Mooradian (1997)), and post-LBO restructurings (Kaplan (1989), Bhagat, Shleifer,

and Vishny (1990)). This is in marked contrast to the relatively tame extent of monitoring by institutional

investors in the U.S. (Karpoff, Malatesta, and Walkling (1996), Wahal (1996), Gillan and Starks (2000))

and even countries with more active financial blockholders, e.g., Japan (Kang and Shivdasani (1997)).

Burkart, Gromb, and Panunzi (1997) argue that even from a corporate control perspective, dispersed

ownership may be optimal. This arises because concentrated ownership makes interference with manage-

ment’s actions more likely. This reduces firm-specific investments by management. In contrast to their

paper, we argue that even from the perspective of ex post corporate control (without managerial ex ante

investments) dispersed ownership can be optimal.6

Our model sheds light on the differences in corporate ownership structures and monitoring mecha-

nisms across developed countries. While in countries such as Germany and Japan most firms have at least

one large blockholder, most firms in the U.S. and U.K. do not.7 Our model points to several factors that

may explain the differences. First, the stock markets in Germany and Japan may exhibit lower liquidity

than in the U.S. and U.K. This reduces the incentive of the restructuring specialists to be active in the

takeover market. Hence, dispersed ownership is less attractive from a corporate control perspective. An

alternative explanation within our model is that institutional investors in the U.S. and U.K. are worse at

monitoring than in Germany and Japan. One reason for this is that there are more regulations that hamper

their ability to be active in corporate governance in the U.S. and, to a lesser extent, in the U.K. (see Roe

(1990) and Black and Coffee (1994)). Alternatively, cross-county differences in ownership structures have

been explained by appealing to differing liquidity demands and patience by investors (Bolton and von

Thadden (1998)) and by differences in corporate law. La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny

(1998) argue that in countries with weak legal protection (typically civil law countries) dispersed owner-

ship is less likely than in countries with better investor protection and find evidence for this hypothesis.

Our model applies to countries in which investor protection is strong enough to make dispersed ownership

a feasible option.

We can also explain the coexistence of dispersed and concentrated ownership within countries such

as the U.S. and U.K. This observation might appear puzzling on first sight because one might think that all

firms should have the same – the most efficient - corporate ownership structure. Our model is also consis-

                                                          
6 We focus on the beneficial rather than potentially detrimental role of large shareholders. Here we follow the vast
literature inspired by Berle and Means (1932), including Shleifer and Vishny (1986), Demsetz and Lehn (1985),
Admati, Pfleiderer, and Zechner (1994), Bolton and von Thadden (1998), Kahn and Winton (1998), and Maug
(1998).
7 More precise evidence is discussed in section V.
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tent with the prominence of raiders or funds that specialize in block acquisitions to implement a restruc-

turing such as vulture funds in the U.S. and U.K. and their less prominent role in Germany and Japan.

These and some additional implications are discussed in more detail in section V.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.  In Section II, we present the model.  Section III

analyzes the model and characterizes the optimal investment strategies of the restructuring specialist and

the financial intermediaries.  It also determines the equilibrium firm ownership structures at date 0.  Sec-

tion IV derives implications of our analysis for corporate ownership structures and takeover activity. Sec-

tion V discusses some empirical implications and how the model relates to certain empirical regularities.

Section VI concludes.

II.  The Model

There are three dates in the model economy: 0, 1, and 2.  All agents are risk neutral.  At date 0, a con-

tinuum of identical entrepreneurs with total measure one seek to finance their projects.  Each firm is run by

a manager and finances its project exclusively with equity.  There are two types of potential investors.

There is a single investor with special monitoring skills, whom we call a “Restructuring Specialist”. There

is a continuum of small investors without special monitoring skills. It takes many small investors to fi-

nance the project of any one firm, but the Restructuring Specialist has enough wealth to finance a strictly

positive measure of firms. However, his wealth is limited and he cannot raise additional funds through

outside financing, since this would dilute his incentives to monitor effectively. Small investors can invest

as individuals or they can pool their wealth into funds, which we shall call financial intermediaries. A

financial intermediary has enough wealth to be a blockholder.

At date 1 a public signal arrives concerning each firm: there is either good news or bad news about

the firm’s final date 2 payoff.  Bad news means that the date 2 payoff will be low unless the firm is re-

structured.  “Restructuring” means taking actions that might improve the firm’s date 2 payoff. Managers

never voluntarily restructure their firms; only blockholders can restructure.

The Restructuring Specialist is more effective at restructuring than the financial intermediaries: the

payoff under a restructuring implemented by the Restructuring Specialist is higher than under a restruc-

turing implemented by a financial intermediary. Investors can acquire blocks either at date 0, before the

realization of the state of the world, or at date 1, after the realization of the state.

At date 2 firms with blockholders desiring to restructure are restructured followed by the realization

of final payoffs.  Figure 1 shows the sequence of events.
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A.  Detailed Assumptions

Each entrepreneur has a business idea, but needs to obtain financing (in the amount I) and a profes-

sional manager to run the firm (though this is not explicitly modeled). While managers run the firm after

date 0, entrepreneurs make the initial decision about the source of financing.  All firms are financed exclu-

sively with equity.  Entrepreneurs auction off the equity to maximize their payoffs. In the auction, each

investor specifies the fraction of the firm that he is bidding for and the price he will pay for that fraction.

The entrepreneur allocates the shares to the bidders by picking the combination of bids that maximizes his

payoffs. The equity is purchased by small individual investors, or blocks are purchased by financial inter-

mediaries, or blocks are purchased by the Restructuring Specialist. While all firms are identical ex ante,

after selling their equity their publicly observed equity ownership structures may differ, as will be seen.

Payoffs on the project occur at date 2.  Payoffs depend on whether the firm is in the good state (re-

ceives good news) or in the bad state (receives bad news) at date 1 and on whether the firm is restructured

(if it is in the bad state).  The state is publicly observable.  The probability of receiving bad news at date 1

is δ (with probability δ−1  good news is received).8  A firm that receives bad news will be called “dis-

tressed.”9 Date 2 payoffs are as follows:

A1. Project Payoffs.  Firms that received good news at date 1 receive R at date 2 for sure.  It is never opti-

mal to restructure these good firms. Firms that receive bad news receive a payoff of zero if they are not

restructured. Their payoff is 0)( >γH  if they are restructured, where γ  is the fraction of the firm’s

equity owned by the largest blockholder.10

The size of blocks is important because restructuring outcomes are affected by the concentration of

ownership at date 2; outcomes are increasing in the blockholder’s ownership fraction.  A larger block may

give the investor more incentives to improve firm value, because the investor receives a larger fraction of

the firm’s cash flows. Alternatively, a larger ownership fraction may give the investor more control rights

and hence power to force the firm to make more efficient decisions.  This is formalized in:

                                                          
8 In the following, probabilities such as δ are treated both as a probability for an event to happen to an individual
firm and the fraction of firms at date 1 that actually experience this event.  Of course, with a continuum of firms,
there are some well-known technical problems with an appeal to a law of large numbers.  For a discussion of these
problems and solutions to them, see Judd (1985) and Feldman and Gilles (1985).
9 It should be noted that the important point about the “distressed” state is that agency conflicts are severe in this
state of the world: a restructuring implemented by an outsider may be needed because the manager is unwilling to
implement a restructuring even if it would be value increasing.  This “bad news” state could describe a number of
different situations.  For example, it could be interpreted as a firm in a mature industry that has excess cash that man-
agement is unwilling to pay out to shareholders and instead is inclined to invest in negative NPV projects (see Jensen
(1986)).  We use the term “distress” only for convenience and do not mean to imply that our analysis is restricted to
economically distressed firms.
10 We will see below that each firm has at most one blockholder in equilibrium.
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A2. Effects of Block Size. 0/ >∂γ∂H  .

Assumption A2 says that firm value, given a restructuring, is increasing in block size.  This assump-

tion is stronger than what we need and is made to simplify the date 0 ownership structure. It implies that if

there is a date 0 blockholder, there is only one date 0 blockholder who owns the entire firm.11 Note that in

the following we often write H  as an abbreviation for )1(H . We also assume that the payoff in the high

state ( R ) is higher than the highest possible payoff in the low state, RH <)1( . Blockholders may be useful

because:

A3. Entrenched Management and Blockholders.  Managers never voluntarily restructure their firms.  Fur-

thermore, a block shareholder is necessary to implement a restructuring because small investors cannot

coordinate (due to free-rider problems).

There are two possible types of blockholders: The Restructuring Specialist has sufficient wealth to be

a blockholder in a positive measure of firms. Small investors individually cannot buy blocks.  Small in-

vestors, however, can attempt to synthetically create a large investor by forming a financial intermediary.

This financial intermediary can be a blockholder.

We assume that the Restructuring Specialist is better at restructuring than financial intermediaries:

(note that the superscript “S” stands for (restructuring) “specialist” while the superscript “N” stands for

“nonspecialist”)

A4. Restructuring Superiority of the Restructuring Specialist. The payoff under a restructuring performed

by the Restructuring Specialist ( SH ) is higher than the payoff under a restructuring performed by a fi-

nancial intermediary ( NH ): )()( γγ NS HH >  for all γ .

At date 1 shares of all firms may be traded. The Restructuring Specialist or a financial intermediary

can acquire a block of a firm’s equity from a blockholder (in the block market) or assemble a block by

buying shares from many small investors. Such a date 1 block acquisition involves costs c  per measure 1

of firms in addition to the price that has to be paid for the shares. If an investor buys from an existing

blockholder, he makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the blockholder and the blockholder in turn accepts or

                                                          
11 Zwiebel (1995) provides an analysis of the benefits of partial blockholding and coalitions among several block-
holders.
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rejects the offer. When buying from many small investors, there is the potential for the well-known free-

rider problem (Grossman and Hart (1980)). In our setting, this is alleviated through liquidity trading so that

an investor can buy the shares at a price that does not fully reflect the value created by his anticipated

restructuring activity. Some noise or liquidity trading is a standard way in the literature to get around the

Grossman-Hart free-rider problem (see Kyle and Vila (1991) and Bolton and von Thadden (1998)).12 In

particular, we assume:

A5. Liquidity Trade.  At date 1, fraction 1<λ  of the small investors have to sell the shares of any dis-

tressed firm due to liquidity needs.

The price at which an investor can buy shares from small investors at date 1 is modeled in reduced

form by assuming that the small investor receives a fraction α−1  of the surplus (the difference in the

value of the firm with and without a blockholder) and the buyer receives a fraction α  of the surplus. This

could be a reduced form for a liquidity trading mechanism as well as the outcome of a bargaining proc-

ess.13

We assume that small investors are competitive whether they act as individuals or form financial in-

termediaries.14 Hence, at date 0 shares are priced such that individual small investors and financial inter-

mediaries make zero profits.  However, if the Restructuring Specialist supplies funds by himself, he can

extract the difference between the equity value of the firm that obtains funds from him and the equity

value of a firm that obtains funds from a financial intermediary.  This extreme assumption on the bargain-

ing power of the Restructuring Specialist simplifies the analysis, but could be relaxed without changing the

qualitative results of the analysis.

Finally, we assume that it is impossible to sell some shares at date 1 and then acquire other shares at

date 1 with the proceeds from the sale.  This assumption makes the distinction between taking a position at

date 0 and taking a position at date 1 meaningful.  It ensures that buying shares at date 0 and then selling

shares of firms receiving good news in order to acquire shares of firms receiving bad news (because they

may need a restructuring) is not a dominant strategy for the Restructuring Specialist.  Hence, there is a cost

to taking a position at date 0.  This assumption is discussed in more detail below. It models in a simple

way that the opportunity cost of investing in firms that have not realized their state is that it ties up the

                                                          
12 Sometimes the liquidity sellers are called “early consumers” who derive utility only from date 1 consumption and
liquidity buyers “late consumers” who derive utility only from date 2 consumption.
13 In an earlier version of the paper, we explicitly modeled a liquidity trading price formation mechanism. The main
results were identical to our results in this version of the paper.
14 The model does not determine the size of the financial intermediaries.  However, we assume that if small investors
form funds, then there are many such financial intermediaries that are competing with each other.
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scarce capital of the Restructuring Specialist at least for some time in firms that turn out not to need a

restructuring.

B.  Discussion of Assumptions

We focus on two differences between the Restructuring Specialist and the synthetic large investors

created by the small investors, the financial intermediaries. First, the Restructuring Specialist is scarce. In

contrast, small investors and their financial intermediaries are competitive. This means that the Restruc-

turing Specialist has some bargaining power. If the Restructuring Specialist buys blocks of shares at date

0, he can extract surplus from his potential future restructuring services. In contrast, small investors and

their financial intermediaries compete for shares at date 0.  Second, the Restructuring Specialist is better at

restructuring than the financial intermediaries. Our model does not explain why some investors are better

at restructuring than others, but takes this as given. There are various reasons why some investors may be

better at restructuring than others. They may have better skills or have gained valuable experience in the

restructuring field. Incentives also play a role in determining an investor’s restructuring capabilities. For

instance, managers of large institutional funds with well-diversified portfolios presumably have relatively

weak incentives to induce firms to implement value-increasing changes (see, e.g., Romano (1993) and

Murphy and Van Nuys (1994)). First, such managers typically obtain only a minimal fraction of the gains

from the value improvement. Second, any effort focusing on a single company will affect the value of the

portfolio only marginally. Moreover, Brickley, Lease, and Smith (1988) argue that some institutional in-

vestors are likely to side with management because of conflicts-of-interest stemming from existing busi-

ness relationships with the firms they hold equity stakes in. They find evidence from voting behavior in

proxy contests that is consistent with their hypothesis. In contrast, an individual wealthy investor does not

face such conflicts-of-interest and obtains the bulk of the gains from his restructuring activity. Funds with

a limited number of wealthy investors are somewhere in between these two extremes. For instance, many

vulture funds provide their managers with strong incentives to maximize the value of their investments.

We do not allow the small investors to invest with the Restructuring Specialist because a limited investor

base is a crucial determinant of the ability of the Restructuring Specialist to effectively restructure. Other-

wise, the Restructuring Specialist’s incentives are diluted, since he manages other investors’ money.

The restructuring at date 2 may take the form of asset sales, a divestiture of a business line, or a

change in business strategy.  We assume that incumbent managers are averse to restructuring.  One ration-

ale for this is that these managers want to preserve projects that provide private benefits (“pet projects”) or

that may help to entrench them (see Shleifer and Vishny (1989)). Clearly we implicitly have to assume that

contracts cannot fully eliminate managerial restructuring aversion.
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Acquiring blocks at date 0 would be a dominant strategy for the Restructuring Specialist if he could

costlessly sell the shares of firms that turn out not to be distressed at date 1 (so that his restructuring activ-

ity is not needed), and instead acquire blocks in distressed firms.  Our assumption that an investor cannot

sell shares at date 1 and then invest the proceeds in buying new shares at date 1 rules out this strategy.

This assumption serves the sole purpose of capturing in a very simple way that the opportunity cost of

acquiring blocks before the realization of the state is that this reduces the amount of money that can be

invested in blocks of firms that have realized their state.  Without this assumption, there would be no op-

portunity cost to acquiring blocks at date 0 because, to make our model tractable, there are no distressed

firms one could invest in at date 0. An alternative but much more cumbersome way to capture this oppor-

tunity cost of acquiring blocks before the realization of the state would be an overlapping generation

model in which at all times firms with their state realized and firms in which the state is not yet realized

would coexist.  In such a more realistic model, our assumption would not be needed.  Investing in blocks

before the realization of the state would clearly come at the cost of not being able to invest the same

money in blocks of firms for which the state has been realized.  Hence, our assumption captures in a re-

duced form nothing else than that the same dollar cannot be spent twice.

III.  Analysis

We solve the model in several steps.  First, we analyze the payoff of the Restructuring Specialist from

investing all his wealth at date 0, the noncontingent strategy. Second, we turn to an investor’s opportuni-

ties for block acquisitions of distressed firms at date 1, the state contingent strategy. At date 1, such an

investor has two choices: he can buy a block in a block trade from an existing blockholder, or he can as-

semble a block by trading with many small investors. We characterize whether the Restructuring Specialist

wants to acquire blocks at date 1 from another blockholder or by trading with many small investors at date

1. Then we analyze whether the Restructuring Specialist wants to acquire blocks at date 0 or at date 1, that

is, does he prefer the state-contingent strategy or the non-state contingent strategy? Finally, we consider

the value-maximizing ownership structures of the firms at date 0, which are affected by the investors’

optimal investment and restructuring policies.

A. Payoff From Investing In Date 0 Blocks

We begin by calculating the profits the Restructuring Specialist can generate by investing his wealth

at date 0. We can restrict ourselves to the situation in which a date 0 blockholder owns 100% of the firm

because of Lemma 1, which is a direct consequence of assumption A2:

Lemma 1: A date 0 blockholder will acquire the entire firm.
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Proof: See the Appendix.

Because small investors, and the financial intermediaries they form, are competitive while there is

only one Restructuring Specialist (who is assumed to have all the bargaining power), the Restructuring

Specialist is able to appropriate the entire surplus generated by the improvement in restructuring decisions

brought about by his superior restructuring ability.  This implies Lemma 2.

Lemma 2: The Restructuring Specialist’s profit from investing one dollar at date 0 is: .
)1(
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Proof: See the Appendix.

The Restructuring Specialist’s profit is driven by the gain in firm value due to the difference in his

ability to restructure relative to the ability of the financial intermediary to restructure. This is positive

because NS HH > .

B. Trading Activity at Date 1

The following Lemma characterizes trade at date 1 and simplifies the subsequent analysis:

Lemma 3: No financial intermediary that is a date 0 blockholder sells shares of a firm at date 1 to small

investors or to another financial intermediary. If the Restructuring Specialist is a date 0 blockholder,

he does not sell shares at date 1.

Proof: See the Appendix.

The intuition for Lemma 3 is as follows. There are no gains from trade in the good state, and hence

there is no trade in that state of the world. There is only one source of gains from trade in the block market

in the bad state: The Restructuring Specialist is better at restructuring firms than other investors. There are

no potential gains from trade between any two financial intermediaries or from a trade of a block that the

Restructuring Specialist sells to a financial intermediary. A block position will also not be broken up and

sold to many small investors because then the firm is known to be worth only zero (due to the absence of

any restructuring) and hence will sell for a price of zero. But the blockholder can create a higher value by

restructuring. We now turn to the case where the Restructuring Specialist acquires blocks at date 1.
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The Restructuring Specialist may acquire blocks in distressed firms by trading with many small in-

vestors at date 1. We sometimes call such a block acquisition a “takeover”. However, we do not mean to

suggest that the block the investor acquires constitutes necessarily a majority position. Bethel, Liebeskind,

and Opler (1998) have documented the prevalence of disciplinary block acquisitions by activist investors

who acquire a minority stake. If the Restructuring Specialist wants to acquire a block at date 1, he can

acquire a fraction λ  of the firm from liquidity sellers.15

Financial intermediaries could also in principle acquire blocks at date 1. If they do so, they will ac-

quire blocks by buying from many small investors. Block trades between financial intermediaries will not

occur due to a lack of gains from trade, as already argued in Lemma 3. Financial intermediaries will not

be able to profit as much as the Restructuring Specialist from buying shares from many small investors at

date 1 since they are worse at restructuring ( )()( λλ SN HH < ). If the lack of restructuring effectiveness

of the financial intermediary is severe enough, financial intermediaries might be unable to break even if

they acquired blocks at date 1. Lemma 4 gives a sufficient condition for financial intermediaries not to be

active as investors at date 1.

Lemma 4: If )(λαλ NHc > , financial intermediaries will not buy blocks at date 1.

Proof: See the Appendix.

In the remainder of the analysis, it is assumed that this condition is satisfied so that financial interme-

diaries are never active buyers in the date 1 market. This assumption substantially simplifies the analysis.

If it were not satisfied, there might be a limited amount of date 1 block acquisitions by financial intermedi-

aries. An analysis of this case would require more structure to the model. The main results on the Re-

structuring Specialist’s investment strategy and equity ownership structures would be the same, however.

Instead of buying shares from many small investors, the Restructuring Specialist could also buy

blocks from financial intermediaries that bought blocks at date 0. Because the Restructuring Specialist’s

                                                          
 15 Even though the Restructuring Specialist can acquire only a fraction λ  of each distressed firm from liquidity trad-
ers, he might want to buy out the remaining shareholders after acquiring the block of size λ . This would improve his
restructuring effectiveness since this is assumed to increase in block size (by A2). The Restructuring Specialist will
have to pay the full value of the shares under his restructuring policy to the remaining shareholders due to the free-
rider problem. However, as a large shareholder owning already a fraction λ  of the firm he will benefit from buying
out the remaining shareholders because he gains from the increase in value of his existing shares in the firm (see
Shleifer and Vishny (1986)). Despite this, it is not clear that the Restructuring Specialist wants to buy out the remain-
ing shareholders because there is an opportunity cost: every dollar he invests in buying out the remaining shareholders
cannot be spent on the profitable takeovers of distressed firms. To avoid complicating the analysis we will assume
throughout that the Restructuring Specialist prefers to take over more distressed firms to buying out the remaining
shareholders in the firms he has acquired a fraction λ  in. None of our main results depends on this assumption.
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comparative (and absolute) advantage is in restructuring and only firms receiving bad news may benefit

from a restructuring, there will be trade only in firms that have received bad news. The Restructuring Spe-

cialist has all the bargaining power and buys the whole firm from a financial intermediary for NH , the

value of the distressed firm owned entirely by the financial intermediary. By A2, if the Restructuring Spe-

cialist buys a block, he purchases the entire firm.

C.  Buying From Many Small Investors or Block Trades?

In the previous subsection, we discussed the two possibilities the Restructuring Specialist has to ac-

quire blocks at date 1: by trading with many small investors or by buying from an existing blockholder.

Proposition 1 provides conditions under which the Restructuring Specialist will buy from financial in-

termediaries and from small investors, respectively, if he invests his wealth at date 1 rather than date 0. It

is assumed that the Restructuring Specialist buys a block from many small investors if he is indifferent

between buying from many small investors and a financial intermediary.

Proposition 1: The Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 1 by trading with many small

investors if (*) is satisfied, that is, if:

cH
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If (*) is not satisfied, the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 1 from financial in-

termediaries.

Proof:  See the Appendix.

Condition (*) formalizes how the advantages and disadvantages of buying from many small inves-

tors affect the Restructuring Specialist’s choice at date 1. The left hand side of (*) gives the Restructur-

ing Specialist’s profit per dollar invested in buying shares from many small investors. The right hand side

of (*) gives the Restructuring Specialist’s profit per dollar invested in block trades. There are two disad-

vantages in assembling a block by purchasing from many small investors as opposed to buying a block

from a financial intermediary: First, the Restructuring Specialist has to share some of the surplus his re-

structuring activity will generate with the existing small investors. He receives only a fraction α  of the

value improvement generated by his restructuring activity. Second, the Restructuring Specialist can buy
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only a limited block, 1<λ . This also reduces his effectiveness at restructuring (since )1()( SS HH <λ )

and hence his ability to generate profits from restructuring. Hence, if λ  is low enough, he prefers to buy

blocks from financial intermediaries. But if λ  is high enough, he may prefer to buy shares from many

small investors.16

On the other hand, there is also an important advantage to buying from many small investors. The

Restructuring Specialist may create a larger increase in firm value than if he buys from a financial inter-

mediary. The price at which the Restructuring Specialist can buy blocks from many small investors puts

some weight on what the firm would be worth under the ownership of many small investors. Since they

do not restructure, it would be worth zero. But the value under the ownership of a financial intermediary

is NH , which is larger than zero. The Restructuring Specialist gains from his restructuring activity only

to the extent that the value of the firm under his ownership exceeds the value created in his absence. But

we have just argued that this is higher under the ownership of a financial intermediary than under the

ownership of many small investors. Hence, if NH  is high enough, the Restructuring Specialist buys from

many small investors. The following Corollary summarizes the preceding discussion:

Corollary 1: The Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy at date 1 from many small investors rather than

a financial intermediary if and only if λ  and NH  are large enough.

Proof: See the Appendix.

D. The Restructuring Specialist’s Choice: Blockholding at Date 0 or Date 1?

The Restructuring Specialist may want to invest in blocks at date 0 or at date 1. Proposition 2 de-

scribes his optimal strategy.

Proposition 2: The Restructuring Specialist prefers to invest in date 1 blocks rather than in date 0

blocks if and only if the cost c  associated with a date 1 block acquisition is small enough, i.e. con-

dition (**)(i) or (**)(ii) is satisfied, where (**)(i) is:
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and (**)(ii) is:

                                                          
16 It may be the case that the Restructuring Specialist never prefers to buy from many small investors, even if 1=λ .
This may occur if α  is very small.
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If neither (**)(i) nor (**)(ii) is satisfied, then he prefers to buy blocks at date 0.

Proof: See the Appendix.

Condition (**)(i) gives the parameter region in which the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy

shares from many small investors at date 1 to buying blocks at date 0. Condition (**)(ii) describes the

parameter region in which the Restructuring Specialist prefers to engage in block trades at date 1 to buying

blocks at date 0. Note that in the absence of costs associated with a date 1 block acquisition, block trades

at date 1 would dominate block acquisitions at date 0. However, if these costs c  are high enough, the

Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 0.

On the other hand, if the Restructuring Specialist buys a position at date 0, he is wasting his special

restructuring ability because he is tying up his scarce capital also in the good state in which a restructuring

is surely not needed. Buying blocks at date 1 avoids this. If the probability of distress (δ ) is low enough,

this advantage of buying blocks at date 1 is particularly important. Corollary 2 follows from this insight.

Corollary 2: The Restructuring Specialist prefers to invest in buying blocks at date 1 if and only if δ  is

small enough.

Proof: See the Appendix.

E. The Firms’ Date 0 Equity Ownership Structure

The Restructuring Specialist’s investment choice that was analyzed in sections III.C. and III.D. af-

fects and is affected by the firms’ initial equity ownership structures, which are analyzed in this subsec-

tion. We show that there is a variety of equity ownership structures that can occur, even though all firms

are identical as of date 0.

E.1. The Coexistence of Concentrated Ownership and Dispersed Ownership

If the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 0 to trading with many small investors at

date 1 or exhausts his wealth buying blocks at date 1 from financial intermediaries, then having an initially

dispersed ownership is strictly dominated. All firms have a date 0 blockholder because firms without a
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date 0 blockholder are never restructured.  However, if the Restructuring Specialist invests his wealth at

date 1 and prefers to buy blocks at date 1 by trading with many small investors, the restructuring policy

implemented in a firm that has no date 0 blockholder may become sufficiently efficient to induce firms to

have an initially dispersed ownership. The following Proposition characterizes the unique equilibrium in

the perhaps most interesting parameter region.  It shows that firms with dispersed and concentrated owner-

ship can coexist although all firms are ex ante identical.

Proposition 3: Suppose the Restructuring Specialist’s wealth is scarce such that

)]()1([ λαλδ SHcW −+< . If (*) and (**) (i) hold and if

(***) )1)((
))()1((
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then at date 0 a measure 
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−+
−=∗  of firms issue shares only to individual

small investors and a measure ∗− x1 of firms issue all of their shares to one financial intermediary

each.

Proof: See the Appendix.

The Proposition shows that firms with and without a date 0 blockholder can coexist even though all

firms are ex ante identical.  The situation is portrayed in Figure 2. Note that the efficiency of the restruc-

turing policy by a financial intermediary does not depend on the fraction of firms having no date 0 block-

holder.  Hence, in Figure 2, the equity value for firms obtaining funds from financial intermediaries is a

horizontal line.  However, the efficiency of the restructuring policies in firms that have no date 0 block-

holder decreases in the fraction of firms that have no date 0 blockholder.  In particular, the larger the frac-

tion of firms having no date 0 blockholder, the more likely it is that an individual firm will not be taken

over by the Restructuring Specialist after the firm has become distressed.  This is because the Restructur-

ing Specialist’s wealth is limited. All firms with dispersed ownership have to share the scarce monitoring

resources of the Restructuring Specialist. The fraction of firms that have no date 0 blockholder adjusts

such that all firms are indifferent between obtaining funds from a financial intermediary and from individ-

ual small investors. In Figure 2, *x  denotes the measure of firms without a date 0 blockholder that makes

firms indifferent between having a date 0 and having no date 0 blockholder.

There are three disadvantages of dispersed ownership: First, the effectiveness of restructuring is re-

duced because the Restructuring Specialist cannot buy the whole firm at date 1 from many small investors
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but only a fraction λ . The second disadvantage arises from the scarcity of the Restructuring Specialist’s

wealth. He cannot take over all distressed firms, and hence some firms with initially dispersed ownership

that become distressed have no chance of being restructured at all. Finally, liquidity traders have to share

the surplus generated by trading with the Restructuring Specialist, and the entrepreneur has to compensate

investors for this. Despite these disadvantages of an initially dispersed ownership, this can still be an opti-

mal ownership structure. This is because there is an offsetting advantage: if firms with initially dispersed

ownership are restructured, they are restructured in the most effective way since they are restructured by

the Restructuring Specialist with his superior restructuring capability.

For coexistence to occur conditions (***) and (****) must be satisfied. Condition (***) says that the

value of a firm with initially dispersed ownership (without a date 0 blockholder) is smaller than that of a

firm with a financial intermediary as its date 0 blockholder if all firms have an initially dispersed owner-

ship. Then, the probability that the Restructuring Specialist takes over an individual firm with initially

dispersed ownership after it becomes distressed at date 1 is as low as possible. If, despite this low prob-

ability of a takeover, firms preferred to rely on the takeover mechanism for monitoring, then no firm would

rely on the monitoring of a financial intermediary as its date 0 blockholder. Condition (****) says that the

value of a firm with a financial intermediary as its date 0 blockholder is not larger than the value of a firm

with initially dispersed ownership even if there are so few firms with initially dispersed ownership that

each of them is guaranteed to be taken over by the Restructuring Specialist after becoming distressed at

date 1. If, despite this maximal probability of a takeover by the Restructuring Specialist, firms preferred to

rely on the restructuring of a financial intermediary as their date 0 blockholder, then no firm would have

an initially dispersed ownership.

E.2.  Only Concentrated Ownership or Only Dispersed Ownership

If the restructuring policy implemented by the Restructuring Specialist is sufficiently more effective

than that implemented by a financial intermediary, then all firms have an initially dispersed ownership. In

Figure 2, this will be the case if )1(V  is above FIE . On the other hand, it may be the case that all firms

prefer to have a blockholder at date 0.  This will occur if the disadvantages of dispersed ownership dis-

cussed above are particularly severe. In Figure 2, this will be the case if )0(V  is below FIE . These results

are summarized in Proposition 4.17

Proposition 4: Suppose conditions (*) and (**)(i) hold. If (***) does not hold, then no firm has a date 0

blockholder. If (****) does not hold, then all firms have a date 0 blockholder.
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Proof:  See the Appendix.

Recall that if the Restructuring Specialist is not active in the date 1 stock market buying from many

small investors, firms that have no date 0 blockholder are never restructured.  Then, having an initially

dispersed ownership is always less efficient in terms of restructuring decisions and strictly dominated by

having a date 0 blockholder, even if he is a financial intermediary.  This is formalized in:

Proposition 5: Suppose condition (**)(i) does not hold. Then all firms have a date 0 blockholder. Sup-

pose condition (**)(i) holds, but condition (*) does not hold and )( NHcW +<δ . Then there is an

equilibrium in which all firms have a date 0 blockholder.18

Proof: See the Appendix.

IV. Implications of the Model for Ownership Structures and Takeover Activity

In this section, we consider how the fraction of firms with dispersed ownership varies with the ex-

ogenous parameters to demonstrate the implications for equity ownership structures and for whether the

takeover market is active or not. Of course, the takeover market is active if and only if some firms have

dispersed ownership.

A. Stock Market Liquidity and Ownership Structure

Proposition 6 summarizes the effect of liquidity on ownership structures. We measure liquidity in

our model by the extent of liquidity selling ( λ ).

Proposition 6: If the extent of liquidity selling λ  is below a critical value, Lλ , then there are no firms

with dispersed ownership.

Proof: See the Appendix.

                                                                                                                                                                                          
17 Conditions (***) and (****) are from Proposition 3. Condition (*) is from Proposition 1 and condition (**)(i) is
from Proposition 2.
18 If condition (*) does not hold, there may be an additional equilibrium in which some firms have no date 0 block-
holder. This may occur if so few firms have a date 0 blockholder that the Restructuring Specialist cannot exhaust his
wealth by buying blocks in distressed firms from existing blockholders. If he prefers buying shares in distressed
firms from many small investors to buying date 0 blocks, some firms may have no date 0 blockholder.
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The Restructuring Specialist’s payoff from trading with many small investors at date 1 is strictly in-

creasing in the extent of liquidity selling. For very low values of λ , this payoff is lower than the Re-

structuring Specialist’s payoff from investing his wealth at date 0. Hence, if there is not enough liquidity

selling, the Restructuring Specialist will not buy shares from many small investors at date 1. But then no

firm will have a dispersed ownership, as shown in Proposition 5.

If there is enough liquidity selling, there may be some firms with dispersed ownership if (****) from

Proposition 3 holds. The effect of a further increase in liquidity selling on the extent of dispersed owner-

ship, however, is ambiguous. On the one hand, dispersed ownership becomes more attractive because the

restructuring by the Restructuring Specialist becomes more effective if he owns a larger block. On the

other hand, a larger fraction of liquidity sellers means that more investors will sell their shares below

their full value if the Restructuring Specialist trades with them. This reduces the attractiveness of dis-

persed ownership. The net effect is ambiguous.

B. Scarcity of Restructuring Specialist Wealth

The next Proposition discusses the impact of the wealth of the Restructuring Specialist on owner-

ship structures.

Proposition 7: Suppose that (*), (**)(i), (***), and (****) hold. If the wealth of the Restructuring Spe-

cialist W  is below ))()1(( λλαδ SHcW −+= , then firms with dispersed and concentrated owner-

ship coexist. The measure of firms with dispersed ownership strictly decreases as W  becomes

smaller.

Proof: See the Appendix.

The intuition behind this result is straightforward. If the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy

shares from many small investors at date 1 to engaging in block trades at date 1 or buying firms at date 0,

dispersed ownership can be optimal. If the Restructuring Specialist’s wealth is less scarce, he can take

over more distressed firms. This makes dispersed ownership more attractive for a given fraction of firms

with dispersed ownership. Hence, for firms to remain indifferent between dispersed and concentrated

ownership as W increases, more firms must have dispersed ownership.

C. The Restructuring Ability of Financial Intermediaries

The coalitions of small investors, the financial intermediaries, may be plagued to a greater or lesser

extent by agency problems, regulations, or other considerations that affect their ability to restructure.
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The next Proposition discusses the effect of the restructuring effectiveness of the financial intermediaries

on ownership structures:

Proposition 8: If NH  is below a critical value N
LH , there are no firms with dispersed ownership.

Moreover, if NH  is above a critical value N
HH , there are no firms with dispersed ownership. If

N
H

N
L HH <  and NH  is between N

LH  and N
HH , there is a parameter region in which some firms

have dispersed ownership and, if (*) is satisfied, the measure of firms with dispersed ownership is

weakly decreasing as NH  increases.

Proof: See the Appendix.

For dispersed ownership to exist, the Restructuring Specialist must invest his wealth in date 1 blocks

and buy shares from many small investors. But if financial intermediaries are sufficiently bad at restruc-

turing, the Restructuring Specialist will want to invest at date 0 (or engage in block trades at date 1, see

Corollary 1 to Proposition 1). The reason is that he is then “competing” with the restructuring services of

the financial intermediaries, extracting the entire surplus from his superior restructuring ability. If the

financial intermediaries are very inept at restructuring, this surplus will be so large that it is more profit-

able for the Restructuring Specialist to buy date 0 blocks (or engage in block trades at date 1) than to as-

semble blocks by trading with many small investors.  If the financial intermediaries are sufficiently good

at restructuring, the Restructuring Specialist prefers to trade with many small investors. Then, as the re-

structuring capabilities of the financial intermediaries improve, relying on their restructuring activity be-

comes more attractive for all firms. For all firms to remain indifferent between concentrated and dis-

persed ownership, dispersed ownership must also become more attractive, which will be the case if fewer

firms with dispersed ownership have to share the scarce monitoring resources of the Restructuring Spe-

cialist.19 In Figure 2, one can see that an increase in the value of the firm with a financial intermediary as

its blockholder, which is generated by an increase in the financial intermediaries’ restructuring capabil-

ity, will lead to a reduction in *x , the equilibrium measure of firms with dispersed ownership. Finally, if

the restructuring capabilities of the financial intermediaries are sufficiently good, no firm wants to rely

on the restructuring by the Restructuring Specialist at date 1, and all firms have a date 0 blockholder. In

summary, for very large or very small values of the financial intermediaries’ restructuring ability, there

are no firms with dispersed ownership. Of course, the values of the other parameters determine which

                                                          
19 Similarly, as long as there are any firms with dispersed ownership, there will be more firms with dispersed owner-

ship if the Restructuring Specialist’s superiority at restructuring increases ( )(λSH  is higher for a given λ ).
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values of the financial intermediaries’ restructuring ability are high or low enough to rule out dispersed

ownership. If the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks from many small investors at date 1 to

buying blocks from financial intermediaries or at date 0, there is more dispersed ownership if the finan-

cial intermediaries’ restructuring ability is lower.

In our model, dispersed ownership can only exist if the Restructuring Specialist is indeed better at

restructuring than the financial intermediaries. This is formalized in the following Corollary to Proposi-

tion 8:

Corollary 3: If the financial intermediaries are as good at restructuring as the Restructuring Specialist

( )()( γγ SN HH =  for all γ ), then all firms have a date 0 blockholder.

Proof: See the Appendix.

The reason behind this result is that dispersed ownership has only one advantage in our model: it

gives a firm the chance of being restructured by the Restructuring Specialist, who is more effective at

restructuring than the financial intermediaries. If the Restructuring Specialist is no better at restructuring

than the financial intermediaries, this advantage is eliminated. The disadvantages of dispersed ownership

make all firms choose to have a date 0 blockholder.

D. The Prevalence of Agency Problems in Firms

The parameter δ , the probability of receiving bad news at date 1, can be interpreted as a measure

of agency problems since, for a given underlying economy, it measures the likelihood that the entrenched

managers will not respond to a realized date 1 state of the world in shareholders’ interests and hence a

restructuring is needed. The next Proposition discusses how the probability of distress δ  affects owner-

ship structures. Recall that condition (*) is from Proposition 1 and conditions (***) and (****) are from

Proposition 3.

Proposition 9: If the probability of experiencing distress δ  is above a critical value Hδ , there are no

firms with dispersed ownership. If δ  is below this critical value and (*), (***), and (****) hold,

there are some firms with dispersed ownership and their measure strictly increases as δ  decreases

further. If δ  is below a critical value Lδ  and (****) holds, all firms have a dispersed ownership.

Proof: See the Appendix.
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If the probability of experiencing distress is sufficiently high, the Restructuring Specialist prefers to

buy blocks at date 0 rather than at date 1 (see Corollary 2). But then dispersed ownership is strictly

dominated since no firm with dispersed ownership is restructured (see Proposition 5). Now consider the

case in which δ  is below that critical value. If having a date 0 blockholder is not always more efficient

than dispersed ownership (if (****) holds) and the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy shares from

many small investors rather than from existing blockholders (if (*) holds), there will be some firms with

dispersed ownership. However, the lower δ , the fewer firms with dispersed ownership need to share the

scarce monitoring resources of the Restructuring Specialist, which makes dispersed ownership more at-

tractive. Hence, in order for firms to remain indifferent between dispersed and concentrated ownership,

there must be more firms with dispersed ownership. Finally, if δ  becomes very small, having a dis-

persed ownership dominates concentrated ownership if (****) holds. This arises because then there are

so few distressed firms that the probability of being taken over by the Restructuring Specialist during

distress is one, even if all firms have a dispersed ownership and hence have to share the Restructuring

Specialist’s scarce monitoring resources if they become distressed.

V. Discussion of the Results

Our model can shed light on several features of corporate governance systems and ownership struc-

tures observed in different developed economies.

Ownership structures and corporate governance mechanisms in the U.S. and U.K. are markedly dif-

ferent from those in countries such as Germany and Japan in that permanent block holding is much more

prevalent in Germany and Japan.  In Germany 85 percent of the largest companies have a single share-

holder owning more than 25 percent of the voting shares, in contrast to only 16 percent in the U.K. (see

Franks and Mayer (2001) and Gorton and Schmid (2001)). In many cases, these blockholders are banks.

Control by a few financial intermediaries holding large blocks in a firm is also important for many Japa-

nese corporations (e.g., Prowse (1992)).  In contrast, share ownership in the U.S. is more dispersed and

there are relatively fewer large blockholders (e.g., Holderness and Sheehan (1988)).

Our model suggests several ways to account for these differences in ownership structures. The lack

of dispersed ownership in Germany and Japan could be due to the lack of liquidity of the stock market. If

there is insufficient liquidity trading, the best monitors will not engage in state-contingent block acquisi-

tions, and hence there will be no dispersed ownership (see Proposition 6). The model also points to other

factors that could explain the much lower degree of dispersed ownership in countries such as Germany

and Japan, as compared to the U.S. and U.K. One variable affecting ownership concentration is the

monitoring ability of financial intermediaries. U.S. (and to a lesser extent U.K.) financial institutions are
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more regulated than German and Japanese financial institutions (see Roe (1990) and Black and Coffee

(1994)), although these regulations have been relaxed in the 1990s. Moreover, financial institutions are

much more experienced at monitoring firms in Germany and Japan than in the U.S. and U.K. Overall, the

ability of institutional investors to monitor is presumably lower in the U.S. and U.K. than in Germany and

Japan. This could explain why dispersed ownership is more attractive and more predominant in the U.S.

and U.K. (see Proposition 8). Moreover, it might be argued that the restructuring specialists are more ef-

fective at restructuring in the U.S. and U.K. than in Germany and Japan because they have more experi-

ence. They might also have more capital at their disposal, which could further explain the difference in

the observed ownership structures (see Proposition 7).

Our model is also consistent with the prominence of individuals and funds in the U.S. that specialize

in state-contingent block acquisitions, including “raiders” (Holderness and Sheehan (1985)) and activist

minority block purchasers (Bethel, Liebeskind, and Opler (1998)). There are similar restructuring spe-

cialists in the debt markets (see Hotchkiss and Mooradian (1997)). In contrast, there is a lack of individu-

als or funds specializing in state-contingent block acquisitions to implement a restructuring in countries

such as Germany and Japan. If institutional investors or financial intermediaries are not much worse at

restructuring than restructuring specialists (Proposition 8) and there is little liquidity trading in the stock

market (Proposition 6), then there is little opportunity or incentive to invest capital in a state-contingent

way.

Our model suggests that financial intermediaries as blockholders are less aggressive and successful at

restructuring than the restructuring specialists after disciplinary block purchases and that they have a

weaker effect on performance than the restructuring specialists. This arises because the restructuring spe-

cialists are better at restructuring than the financial intermediaries. Consistent with this implication, the

most dramatic restructuring and the highest value improvement resulting from restructurings occur after

state-contingent block acquisitions. It has been documented that disciplinary block acquisitions, takeovers,

and LBOs are associated with high premia and high target announcement effects, often lead to the sale of

a substantial part of the assets or undoing of earlier failed acquisitions, and result in substantial perform-

ance improvements (Jensen and Ruback (1983), Kaplan (1989), Bhagat, Shleifer and Vishny (1990),

Smith (1990), and Bethel, Liebeskind, and Opler (1998)). Vulture investors in the market for financially

distressed firms also improve the performance of the firms they invest in substantially (Hotchkiss and

Mooradian (1997)).

In contrast, our model suggests that the restructuring activity of financial institutions (if they are sub-

stantial blockholders) and their impact on firm performance is much less pronounced. This is indeed the

case. Several papers have found that there is either no, or a very small, effect of institutional activism on

firm performance in the U.S. (see Karpoff, Malatesta, and Walkling (1996), Wahal (1996), Carleton, Nel-
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son, and Weisbach (1998), and Gillan and Starks (2000)). U.S. institutions tend to focus on procedural

issues and rarely get involved in restructuring activities. Carleton, Nelson, and Weisbach (1998) explicitly

conclude that: “Institutional activism in the 1990s is not a substitute for the hostile takeover market of the

1980s that resulted in large operational changes, but rather a way in which institutions spend small quan-

tities of resources to achieve modest goals” (p.1337).

Kang and Shivdasani (1997) compare how Japanese and U.S. corporations react to poor performance

between 1986 and 1990. They find that the extent of downsizing, asset sales, and layoffs in Japanese cor-

porations is greater if the main bank holds a larger equity stake in the firm, suggesting that Japanese fi-

nancial intermediaries are relatively effective monitors and hence probably more effective monitors than

U.S. institutions. There are very few block purchases in these Japanese corporations and hence the corpo-

rate control market is inactive. However, in comparison to the Japanese sample, the U.S. firms in Kang

and Shivdasani (1997) downsize more, sell substantially more assets, and lay off more employees. Block

purchases are important, but the size of blocks held by blockholders present before the performance de-

cline has little effect on the extent of the restructuring. This suggests that restructuring specialists force

the restructuring via block purchases and that they are more effective at restructuring than Japanese finan-

cial intermediaries.

Our model has some additional empirical implications. We predict that the fraction of firms with dis-

persed ownership is decreasing in the probability that agency conflicts will arise (see Proposition 9).

Moreover, dispersed ownership is less prevalent if takeover costs are higher (see Proposition 3).

VI.  Conclusion

Effective corporate monitors are scarce – otherwise, agency problems would not matter much. One

reason for this scarcity of effective monitors is that only very few large investors do not face internal

agency problems. We have assumed that the wealth of such effective monitors or “restructuring special-

ists” is scarce and analyzed how this scarce resource is allocated. We show that the allocation of the re-

structuring specialists’ scarce monitoring resources has rich implications for corporate ownership struc-

tures and monitoring mechanisms.

The state-contingent allocation of restructuring specialist wealth corresponds to a takeover.  Re-

structuring specialists have an incentive to deploy their scarce monitoring resources where they are

needed most and hence to acquire blocks in situations in which a restructuring may be needed most. If the

securities markets are liquid enough, they are likely to prefer assembling blocks by trading with many

small investors to block trades with existing blockholders. Then, it may be optimal for some firms to have

an initially dispersed ownership and rely for monitoring on the state-contingent block acquisitions of re-

structuring specialists. The special restructuring ability of these investors may compensate for the disad-
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vantages associated with dispersed ownership. Due to the scarcity of the restructuring specialists, finan-

cial intermediaries have two important roles. First, they may provide some monitoring of management as

permanent blockholders.  And second, they can act as block providers for restructuring specialists, facili-

tating their block acquisitions.

Neither concentrated nor dispersed ownership need be dominant ownership structures.  Firms with

concentrated and dispersed ownership can coexist although they are otherwise identical. The extent of

dispersed ownership depends on the degree of restructuring superiority of the restructuring specialists

relative to the financial intermediaries, the probability of a need for a restructuring, the capital available to

the restructuring specialists, and the extent of liquidity trading in the securities markets. Our theory can

explain cross-country differences in corporate governance systems and ownership structures as well as the

coexistence of dispersed and concentrated ownership in the U.S. and U.K..

There are several additional issues that could be analyzed in the framework of this paper. We have fo-

cussed on the ability of blockholders to implement a restructuring when it is needed most. However, we

have abstracted from one other important element of monitoring. Permanent blockholders could also re-

duce the probability that a restructuring is needed (in our model, reduce δ ). Then, having a permanent

blockholder would be more attractive than in our model, and there would be less dispersed ownership.

This could be easily incorporated into our model. Moreover, it is sometimes claimed that some firms are

too big to be monitored effectively.  If the wealth of the restructuring specialists is scarce, even they may

not be able to hold a block of sufficient size to implement a restructuring or they might be too risk averse

to hold substantial blocks in very large firms.  In these cases, financial intermediaries who are less effec-

tive at monitoring must monitor very large firms. To address this issue, our model would have to be ex-

tended to allow for some firm heterogeneity ex ante.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1: First suppose that the Restructuring Specialist is not participating in the auction. A

financial intermediary bidding for 100% of the firm will win the auction and obtain all shares of the firm.

He can offer a total price for the 100% block of IHR N −+− )1()1( δδ . Any other combination of bids with

the largest block bid for of size θ  (that is, for a fraction θ  of the firm) will generate a lower payoff to the

entrepreneur, since the bidders can bid at most IHR N −+− )()1( θδδ  for 100% of the firm without losing

money. The investor bidding for 100% can bid higher because 
( )

0
NH θ
θ

∂ >
∂

, by A2.  Competition among

the financial intermediaries results in an accepted bid of IHR N −+− )1()1( δδ  by one financial intermedi-

ary bidding for 100% of the firm’s shares.

Now suppose that the Restructuring Specialist participates in the auction. He knows that among

the competing bids the one that is most attractive to the entrepreneur is by a financial intermediary bidding

for 100% of the firm and offering IHR N −+− )1()1( δδ . He will match that bid (or slightly outbid it). The

Restructuring Specialist wants to maximize the firm value under his ownership, because it is the difference

between this and the price he pays that determines his profit. By A2, firm value under the Restructuring

Specialist’s ownership is maximized at 1=θ . Hence, he offers to buy the whole firm. //

Proof of Lemma 2: To calculate the Restructuring Specialist’s profits per measure 1 of firms he acquires

at date 0, we only need to calculate the difference between the value of the firm with the Restructuring

Specialist as date 0 blockholder and the value of the firm with a financial intermediary as date 0 block-

holder.  This difference in firm value is )( NS HH −δ . Recall that we often write SH  for )1(SH  and NH

for )1(NH . Since the price for a measure 1 of firms is  IHR N −+− δδ )1(  and the Restructuring Specialist

has to spend I  per measure 1 of all firms for investment outlays, he can acquire a measure

NHR δδ +− )1(

1
 of firms per dollar invested.  //

Proof of Lemma 3: Of course, there is no sale of shares in the good state of the world. The firm is worth

the same to all investors, and hence there are no gains from trade. In the bad state of the world, neither a

financial intermediary who is a date 0 blockholder nor the Restructuring Specialist if he is a date 0 block-

holder would sell shares to many small investors. This would just reduce the ownership concentration and,

by A2, reduce the value of the firm and hence their payoff. Moreover, the price at which these shares could

be sold would reflect the reduced ownership concentration. They will also not sell the whole firm to small
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investors. In this case, the firm would never be restructured because it does not have a blockholder. But

then it is worth zero and the small shareholders will not pay more than that to the blockholder. However, if

the blockholder holds on to the block, the firm is worth more than zero, and hence he does not sell the firm

to small shareholders. Moreover, neither a financial intermediary nor the Restructuring Specialist will sell

the firm to a financial intermediary. Note that we have to be concerned only about sales of the whole firm,

by A2. The financial intermediary can bid up to NH . But the existing blockholder generates the same

value by restructuring the firm himself if he is a financial intermediary and a higher value if he is the Re-

structuring Specialist.  //

Proof of Lemma 4: The financial intermediary would buy only distressed firms because the value of a

non-distressed firm is known to be R  regardless of its ownership structure. The intermediary would pay

)()1( λλα NH− (per measure one of firms) and the firm would be worth )(λNH  under its ownership.

Hence, it would have a profit of cH N −)(λαλ per measure one of firms. But if )(λαλ NHc > , this is nega-

tive and hence the financial intermediary would lose money.  Anticipating that, it will not buy distressed

firms at date 1. //

Proof of Proposition 1: If the Restructuring Specialist buys shares from many small investors, he pays

per measure one of firms )()1( λλα SH− , because he buys a fraction λ  of each firm he invests in. Hence,

he has a profit of cH S −)(λαλ  per measure one of firms he takes over. He can take over a measure

)()1(

1

λαλ SHc −+
 of firms, given that he incurs takeover costs for each firm that he takes over and buys

a fraction λ  of each distressed firm he invests in. Hence, his profit from trading with many small inves-

tors is ))((
)()1(

1
cH

cH
S

S
−

+−
λαλ

λλα
 per dollar invested. This is the left hand side of (*).

If the Restructuring Specialist engages in block trades, he pays NH  and also incurs costs c  per

measure one of firms he buys. Hence, his profit per measure one of firms he buys is cHH NS −− . He can

buy a measure 
NHc +

1
 of firms with one dollar, given that he incurs costs c  and pays NH  per measure 1

of firms he buys. Hence, his profit from block trades is 
S N

N

H H c

c H

− −
+

 per dollar invested. This is the right

hand side of (*).  //
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Proof of Corollary 1: As is clear from condition (*) in Proposition 1, the profits from trading with many

small investors (the left hand side of (*)) are strictly increasing in λ  but not affected by NH . It can be

calculated (after a few algebraic manipulations) that the derivative of the left hand side of (*) with respect

to λ  is 
2

( )
( )

((1 ) ( ) )

S
S

S

H
H c c

H c

λλ λ
λ

α λ λ

∂+
∂

− +
, which is strictly positive. The profits from acquiring blocks from existing

blockholders (the right hand side of (*)) are not affected by λ  but strictly decreasing in NH . Hence, the

Restructuring Specialist prefers to acquire blocks by trading with many small investors if and only if

λλ ≥  or NN HH ≥ , where the critical values λ  and NH  depend on the other exogenous parameters. Of

course, it could be the case that the Restructuring Specialist never prefers to buy from many small inves-

tors, even for 1=λ . This may be the case if α  is very small.  //

Proof of Proposition 2: Per dollar invested at date 0 the Restructuring Specialist’s profits are

N

NS

HR

HH

δδ
δ

+−
−

)1(

)(
, as was calculated in Lemma 2.  Alternatively, the Restructuring Specialist can invest his

wealth to acquire blocks in distressed firms at date 1.  Then, his profits are, per dollar invested,

S N

N

H H c

H c

− −
+

 if he buys blocks from financial intermediaries and ))((
)()1(

1
cH

cH
S

S
−

+−
λαλ

λλα
 if he

buys from many small investors (see Proposition 1). One can solve for c  by solving the relevant two ine-

qualities (profits from date 0 strategy versus profits from date 1 strategy when buying from financial in-

termediaries and profits from date 0 strategy versus profits from date 1 strategy when buying from many

small investors, respectively). Note that the profits from both date 1 strategies are strictly decreasing in c

while the profits from the date 0 strategy do not depend on c . Hence, there is a unique cut-off value for

c  above which the date 0 strategy is more profitable than buying blocks at date 1 from many small in-

vestors and buying blocks at date 1 from existing blockholders, respectively.  //

Proof of Corollary 2: The profits from buying shares at date 1 from many small investors (the left-hand

side of (*) in Proposition 1) do not depend on δ . The profits from block trades at date 1 (the right hand

side of (*) in Proposition 1) do not depend on δ . The profits from buying blocks at date 0 are

N

NS

HR

HH

δδ
δ

+−
−

)1(

)(
 (see Lemma 2). This expression is strictly increasing in δ . Hence, the Restructuring

Specialist prefers to acquire blocks at date 1 if and only if δδ ≤ , where the critical value δ  depends on

the other exogenous parameters. One can calculate δ  by solving for the δ  that equates the profits from
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buying blocks at date 0 and buying blocks at date 1 by trading with many small investors and from existing

blockholders, respectively, and then picking the larger of these two cut-off values. //

Proof of Proposition 3: The entrepreneur can sell all the equity of the firm to a financial intermediary for

IHR N −+− δδ )1( . This is the amount that a financial intermediary is bidding for 100% of the firm.

Given that financial intermediaries behave competitively, each of them breaks even and bids exactly the

date 2 payoff of the firm minus the amount I  that they have to supply to finance the project. Next we

calculate the amount for which the entrepreneur could sell the equity to many small investors, provided

that the Restructuring Specialist invests all his wealth in the date 1 stock market and buys shares from

many small investors.  The small investors offer a price that makes them break even since they behave

competitively. The shares are priced in a way that takes into account the equilibrium restructuring behavior

of the Restructuring Specialist. Hence, the entrepreneur can sell the equity for a price equal to the small

investors’ date 2 payoff minus I  or:

.))()1()()1((
))()1((

)1()(# IHH
Hcx

W
RE SS

S
−−+−

−+
+−= λλλαλ

λλαδ
δδ

Notice that the Restructuring Specialist buys a fraction λ  of each distressed firm’s shares that he invests

in. Hence, the small investors (who, by A5, as of date 0, face uncertainty about whether they will hold on

to or sell their shares at date 1) will receive a payoff equal to the date 1 price of shares, )()1( λα SH− ,

with probability λ  and the continuation value of the firm, )(λSH , with probability λ−1 . The expres-

sion (#) assumes that the Restructuring Specialist cannot take over all distressed firms (that is,

))()1(( λλαδ SHcW −+< ). (If the Restructuring Specialist could take over all distressed firms, all firms

without a date 0 blockholder would be taken over for sure if they became distressed. As a consequence,

all firms would prefer to have no date 0 blockholder because of (****).) The expression (#) can be writ-

ten as .)1)((
))()1((

)1()(# IH
Hcx

W
RE S

S
−−

−+
+−= αλλ

λλαδ
δδ  This is strictly decreasing in x .

Hence, as long as the Restructuring Specialist will not take over all distressed firms, the value of a firm

having no date 0 blockholder depends on the fraction of firms with initially dispersed ownership.

Therefore, if:

)1)((
))()1((

αλλ
λλαδ

−
−+

S

S
H

Hcx

W
 > NH  for 

))()1(( λλαδ SHc

W
x

−+
=  (so that the Restructuring

Specialist takes over all distressed firms with initially dispersed ownership), as guaranteed by (****), and

the inequality is reversed for 1=x , as guaranteed by (***), there exists an ∗x  for which the left hand

side of the above expression equals the right hand side. One can calculate
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that
))()1((

)1)((

λλαδ
αλλ

SN

S

HcH

WH
x

−+
−=∗ .  Hence, for *xx = , the equity value of a firm that has no date 0

blockholder is equal to the equity value of a firm with a financial intermediary as its date 0 blockholder.

Thus, if a measure *x of all firms issue shares to individual small investors and a measure *1 x− issue

shares only to one financial intermediary each, all firms are indifferent between having a date 0 block-

holder and not and no firm has an incentive to deviate. Note that the Restructuring Specialist is willing to

invest all his wealth at date 1 and assemble blocks by buying shares from many small investors since (*)

and (**)(i) hold.

Note also that the investors have no incentive to deviate from their strategies in the auction of the

shares at date 0 if and only if the firm value under the ownership structures emerging as the result of the

auction are identical. If this were not the case, there would be an incentive to deviate. For instance, if the

value of a firm with dispersed ownership was higher than the value of a firm with a financial intermediary

as its date 0 blockholder, small investors could increase their bids for the firms that have a date 0 block-

holder in the candidate equilibrium and outbid the financial intermediaries that would win the auctions in

the candidate equilibrium. Hence, this cannot be an equilibrium. Such an argument does not apply if the

value of the firms with different ownership structures is the same and hence there is no profitable deviation

in the auction for anybody. //

Proof of Proposition 4: If  (*) and (**)(i) hold, then the Restructuring Specialist invests his wealth in

buying blocks at date 1 from many small investors. If (***) does not hold, i.e.,

)1)((
))()1((

αλλ
λαλδ

−
−+

< S

S

N H
Hc

W
H , then the equity value of firms that issue shares only to small

investors at date 0 is higher than the equity value of firms that have a financial intermediary as their date 0

blockholder even if all firms issue shares only to small investors so that the probability that a particular

firm with initially dispersed ownership that is in distress is taken over by the Restructuring Specialist at

date 1 is as low as possible. Hence, no firm issues shares to a date 0 blockholder.

If (****) does not hold, i.e., )1)(( αλλ −≥ SN HH , then the equity value of a firm that issues

shares only to small investors is below the equity value of a firm with a financial intermediary as its date 0

blockholder even if the probability of a takeover of a distressed firm with initially dispersed ownership by

the Restructuring Specialist at date 1 is 1.  Hence, all firms prefer to have a date 0 blockholder.  //

Proof of Proposition 5: If condition (**)(i) does not hold, then the Restructuring Specialist does not ac-

quire shares from many small investors at date 1.  Hence, firms obtaining funds from individual small

investors will never be restructured.  The equity value of a firm and hence the entrepreneur’s payoff from
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selling a firm that obtains funds from individual small investors is IRESI −−= )1( δ  (the subscript “SI”

stands for small investors).  The entrepreneur’s payoff from selling a firm that obtains funds from a finan-

cial intermediary is given by IHRE N
FI −+−= δδ )1( . Clearly, SIFI EE > . Hence, all firms have a date 0

blockholder.

If condition (**)(i) holds but condition (*) does not hold, the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks

at date 1 from existing blockholders to trading with many small investors. Then there is an equilibrium in

which all firms have a date 0 blockholder. If all firms have a date 0 blockholder, the Restructuring Spe-

cialist exhausts his wealth by buying blocks in distressed firms from financial intermediaries at date 1

because )( NHcW +< δ . Given that he does so, he will not buy blocks in distressed firms with initially

dispersed ownership. But then it is not optimal for any firm to have a dispersed ownership, since its value

is only IRESI −−= )1( δ , but its value with a date 0 blockholder is IHRE N
FI −+−= δδ )1( . //

Proof of Proposition 6: The profits from investing one dollar at date 1 and buying from many small in-

vestors (the left hand side of (*) in Proposition 1) are strictly increasing in λ , as already established in the

proof of Corollary 1. The profits from buying blocks at date 0 are not affected by λ . Hence, there is a

critical value 1
Lλ  such that for 1

Lλλ < , the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 0 to buy-

ing shares from many small investors. Hence, if 1
Lλλ < , the Restructuring Specialist will not buy shares

from many small investors at date 1. But then condition (**)(i) does not hold. As a consequence, having no

date 0 blockholder is strictly worse than having a date 0 blockholder (see Proposition 5).  //

Proof of Proposition 7: If (*) and (**)(i) hold, the Restructuring Specialist prefers to invest in buying

shares from many small investors at date 1. If ))()1(( λλαδ SHcW −+<  and (***) and (****) hold, the

measure of firms with dispersed ownership is given by 
))()1((

)1)((

λλαδ
αλλ

SN

S

HcH

WH
x

−+
−=∗  (see Proposition 3).

Clearly, 0>
∂
∂ ∗

W

x
.  //

Proof of Proposition 8: The profits from investing one dollar at date 1 and buying from many small in-

vestors (the left hand side of (*) in Proposition 1) are unaffected by NH . The profits from buying blocks

at date 0, 
N

NS

HR

HH

δδ
δ

+−
−

)1(

)(
 (see Lemma 2), are strictly decreasing in NH . Hence, there is a critical value

N
LH such that for N

L
N HH < , the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 0 to buying shares
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from many small investors at date 1. (Of course, if 0<N
LH , he never prefers to buy blocks at date 0.) But

then condition (**)(i) does not hold. As a consequence, having no date 0 blockholder is strictly worse than

having a date 0 blockholder (see Proposition 5). There is also a critical value N
HH  such that (****) holds

with equality (note that the left hand side of (****) in Proposition 3 increases in NH  while the right hand

side is unaffected by it). For N
H

N HH ≥ , (****) does not hold and hence there are no firms with dispersed

ownership (see Proposition 4).

Now suppose that N
L

N HH ≥  and N
H

N HH <  and (*) holds. Then the Restructuring Specialist pre-

fers to buy blocks at date 1 from many small investors to buying blocks from financial intermediaries or

investing his wealth at date 0. Moreover, because (****) holds, having no date 0 blockholder is not always

dominated. Hence, there are some firms with dispersed ownership. If (***) does not hold, all firms have a

dispersed ownership. If (***) holds, firms with dispersed and concentrated ownership coexist and the

measure of firms with dispersed ownership is given 
))()1((

)1)((

λλαδ
αλλ

SN

S

HcH

WH
x

−+
−=∗  (see Proposition 3).

Clearly, then 0
*

<
∂
∂

NH

x
.  //

Proof of Corollary 3: The difference between the payoffs of investors in firms with a date 0 blockholder

and without a date 0 blockholder is at least )]1)(()1([ αλλδ −− SN HH . This is the difference between the

payoffs if the probability of a takeover of a distressed firm with initially dispersed ownership by the Re-

structuring Specialist is 1. If )()( γγ SN HH =  for all γ , this is clearly positive. Hence, no firm will have a

dispersed ownership. //

Proof of Proposition 9: The profits from investing one dollar in buying shares form many small investors

at date 1 (the left hand side of (*)) are not affected by δ . The profits from buying blocks are at date 0 are

N

NS

HR

HH

δδ
δ

+−
−

)1(

)(
 (see Lemma 2) and hence strictly increasing in δ . Hence, there is a critical value Hδ  such

that for Hδδ >  the Restructuring Specialist prefers to buy blocks at date 0 to trading with many small

investors at date 1. (Of course, if the critical value Hδ  is above 1, the Restructuring Specialist never pre-

fers to buy blocks at date 0 to buying shares from many small investors at date 1). But then (**)(i) does not

hold and hence there are no firms with dispersed ownership (see Proposition 5). Now suppose that

Hδδ ≤ . If (*), (***), and (****) hold, there are some firms with dispersed ownership and the measure of
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firms with dispersed ownership is given by 
))()1((

)1)((

λλαδ
αλλ

SN

S

HcH

WH
x

−+
−=∗  (see Proposition 3).  Clearly,

0<
∂
∂ ∗

δ
x

. Finally, there is a critical value Lδ  such that for Lδδ <  all firms have a dispersed ownership at

date 0 if (****) holds. For sufficiently low δ , the Restructuring Specialist can take over all distressed

firms with initially dispersed ownership even if all firms have an initially dispersed ownership, because

then ))()1(( λλαδ SHcW −+≥ . Hence, by (****), no firm has a date 0 blockholder. //
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Figure 1: The Sequence of Events

Date 0

Firms auction off equity shares

Ownership structure determined and known

Date 1

Firms receive good news or bad news

Trading in stock market

Restructuring occurs

Date 2

Final payoffs realized
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Figure 2: Coexistence of Firms With and Without
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